PEEREDUCATION
between Keravanjoki school and Kerava highschool

Goal OF THE EXPERIMENT



-Increase co-operation between schools in Kerava especially between the
classes that emphasize naturalscience.



-Help students to transfer to a new school



-Give tutorial help to younger students



-Give the older students a chance to develope their tutorial skills

Plan



-The older students from Kerava junior highschool give tutorial help to
Keravanjoki school eight graders, who are mainly from a class that
emphasizes natural sciences.



- Kerava highschool also emphasizes naturalsciences



-The tutoring is voluntary and consists of one-on-one meetings



-Duration six weeks: during the first meeting the tutor and the student make
a plan and decide in which subjects (mainly in maths, chemistry physics and
biology) help is mostly needed.

Evaluation


-Student can get activity points and this way get better grades in natural
sciences.



-Tutor gets a part of course completed considering that a necessary report is
done in which the student and the tutor reflect the whole peereducation
process.



-Co-operation between the teachers of both schools is also needed.

Challenges?


CURRENT EXPERIMENT:



Between May and August we lost at least ten voluntary students from
Keravanjoki school and ended up in total of one pair.



Both the student and the tutor have been sick during the autumn so only two
meetings have been arranged.



IN GENERAL:



To get the students do extracurriculum activities voluntarily.



The lack of motivation among those students who would need tutoring the
most.



The lack of time (a lot of hobbies) among those students whose motivation is
in the right place.

IN THE FUTURE?


The student and the tutor have agreed to have regularly meetings during the
whole school year so this experiment continues.



TO MAKE THE PEEREDUCATION PERMANENT:



Start the planning earlier in the spring



Expand the peereducation to other classes than those which emphasize
natural sciences.

